Florence Program highlights

• Classes are frequently held on site at Florence’s many prestigious museums and monuments. Local scholars and art conservation specialists visit classes to add their expertise.
• Students and instructors visit Rome and Venice as part of the academic program. Field trips to other cities are also planned.
• Courses are rigorous and include significant research and analysis presented in scholarly papers and discussions.
• Students have the opportunity to draw under the direction of a master artist/teacher in a traditional atelier.
• The personal experience of living in an Italian household provides an excellent opportunity to practice Italian outside the classroom and to acquire basic language skills required for daily living.

• Students enjoy program excursions to local events, such as opera, theatre, and concerts, football (soccer) games, or olive oil tastings. Lectures on Italian history and contemporary affairs may also be offered. Students are given passes for unlimited access to major state museums in Florence and discounts for musical performances.
• A limited number of internships at the Uffizi Gallery may be available to students with Italian language skills who are majoring in art history.
• In addition to the fall semester program in Florence, ACM offers a Florence: Arts in Context winter quarter/trimester option.

“ACM Florence was an incredible experience for me to develop my knowledge in art, my passion for travel, and my love for Italy. The faculty in Florence make this program a unique experience that changes you as an individual.”

Trevor Thomas, Colorado College

“My favorite part of the Florence program was my home stay. My host mother was exceptionally loving and helpful. She was a fabulous cook and made me feel like I was really part of her family.”

Madeline Eiler, Grinnell College
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The art and history of the Italian Renaissance can be studied in many places. Only in Florence, though, does the rich interaction between Medieval Europe and classical antiquity — the embodiment of the Renaissance — truly come alive.

Wandering through the winding streets and famous piazzas, visitors are struck by the harmonious blending of medieval public buildings, Renaissance churches, and swirling baroque decoration.

The ACM Florence: Arts, Humanities, & Culture program takes full advantage of Florence’s rich artistic heritage, with opportunities to view firsthand many influential masterpieces of Western civilization.

Students are guided by experts in the history of art and culture, learn to speak Italian, and experience modern Italian culture as they live in an Italian household.

Eligibility  Sophomores, juniors, and seniors are eligible. A background in art history, studio art, modern languages, or the humanities is recommended.

Living arrangements  After a stay of a few days in a pensione with the group, students live in Italian homes. Breakfasts and dinners are provided by the host families.

Costs  For information about program costs and an expense budget, go to acm.edu/florence. Students also should check with their Off-Campus Study or Financial Aid Office for information about their college’s pricing policies for off-campus study.

How to apply  
- Access the ACM application at acm.edu/apply.
- Students should check with their Off-Campus Study Office about their college’s application procedures and deadlines.
- ACM must receive completed applications by March 15.